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I-to-V Amplifier

- Redo PCB layout to replace BNC connectors with Molex RF SMA
connectors, and add DIP switch for gain adjustment;

- Submitted to manufacture for production.

Updates on electronics  

ADC module

- Take LTC2387-18 as ADC chip candidate;

- Tests with LTC2387 demo boards are under way (see the following slides);

- Obtained symbol & footprint of LTC2387 for design;

- Searching for FPGA candidate
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LTC2387-18 Demo Board Tests 
Bench Test Setup:
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15 MHz

Differential Signal Source
             (0-4.096Vpp)

Standard Setup

- The LTC2387-18 evaluation board requires a differential signal input.
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Quasi-Differential Input of the demo board:

Input “+”

Input “-”

  Signal
  Source
(0-4.096Vpp)

(single-ended)

(ground referenced)

    Quasi-Differential input 
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Example: Output from Pscope (Sine wave @2 kHz, with full scale Input 4.096Vpp)
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* Bandwidth Tests with Sine-wave input
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- Perform a frequency scan and observe the response of the fundamental gain

- The driver board (DC2403) may limit the bandwidth

 f
3dB

 is ~ 2 MHz
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- Frequency bandwidth increased

- There might be some impedance mismatch (the F1 gain is above 0 dB
at f < 2 MHz)

Remove the driver board & repeat the frequency scan:
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 With the driver

Check the noise floor with empty source input (w/wo the driver)
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- Without the driver, the noise floor decreased from ~ -80 dBFS to ~ -140 dBFS 

 Without the driver
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* Tests with Square-wave input (50% duty-cycle)

- The square wave input is similar to the real helicity signal;
- For an ideal square-wave, the even harmonics have an amplitude of zero,
and the amplitude of odd harmonics can be calculated as 2/(nπ).     

Example: Output from Pscope (Input 1Vpp Square wave @ 2 kHz)



11- Check the amplitude of harmonics with smaller input

Example: Output from Pscope (Input 100 mVpp Square wave @ 2 kHz)



12- As increasing the repeat frequency of the input square wave, even harmonics appear
in the FFT spectrum; The waveform in time domain distort. 

Example: Output from Pscope (Input 100 mVpp Square wave @ 1 MHz)
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* Tests with pulse input

Use a pulse waveform as input;
  e.g. Pulse width = 3 us
         Lead edge = 1 us
         Trail edge = 1.5 us

Use the sync signal as trigger;
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Example: Output from Pscope (Input 4.0Vpp Pulse, the pulse width ~3 us)

- The sampling speed for LTC2387 is 15 Msps. To record a ~3 us wide pulse, we use
~50 ADC samples.
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Example: Output from Pscope (Input 4.0Vpp Pulse, the pulse width ~1 us)

- To record a ~1 us wide pulse, we use ~17 ADC samples.
- The nominal pulse width of a PMT output is ~50 ns. 
=> This ADCs can not be used as pulse waveform digitizers.
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- Sine wave input – test bandwidth; 

- Square wave input (50% duty) – test the helicity signal;

- Pulse input – test ADC samples.

Tests we did with “Pscope”: 

Problems: 

- The evaluation software (Pscope) can’t save data continuously; In order to
measure parity signal with the demo board, we need a way to continuously save
the ADC data.

A python script was developed, which can directly access the functions of the
evaluation board to perform continuous data taking and saving.
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Example: RMS noise test with battery (constant voltage source: 3.0 V DC)

Buffer size on the demo board – 32*1024 samples 
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Example: Square-wave test (Input 100mVpp, V_offset = 2.048 V)


